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Case 2 – John, 49 years
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Frowned face, looking down, sighing
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How can I help you?

Open question

I have a problem with my right elbow. It started to be painful and
orthopedist gave me orthosis, and then for some time it was quite good.
But then I changed work and it appeared again.

In a new work it returned.

Simple reflection
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Hm. I began to use orthosis again but this time it did not help, it seemed
even worse.

Gentian?
Gorse?
Willow?

You were disappointed that orthosis had not helped.

Reflection
revealing
underlying
emotions

And when I wake in the night it is painful, there is a stitching, and I
cannot fall asleep again. I must be careful, when I make some movement,
carrying a cup with coffee is sometimes enough, and it stitches there.

Mimulus?
White Chestnut?
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You must be careful when you do something, otherwise it provokes a pain.

Simple
reflection

I am angry because of that. I am a right-hander, a man and a righthander that cannot do anything, and it is ... it makes me nervous. I feel
like a cripple, I need to do many things, even go shopping has become a
problem to me.

Oak?
Impatiens?
Vervain?

It is bad when I cannot carry anything in right hand. In fact, I can carry it
but then a stitch comes and I cannot do anything for two hours. Maybe
there is some psychic block, maybe I have a fear that it will be painful.

Gentian?
Willow?
Mimulus
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You have a fear that it begins to be painful if you aren't cautious enough.

Reflection of
Mimulus theme

Yes. It is something terrible for me. I am not fifty yet, and I am absolutely
useless, I cannot move with my hand. Whatever I do it gets worse. And it
lasts SO long and it does not get better. I hoped that with a change of job
it would get better but it is the same.

Oak?
Gentian?
Gorse?

It is too long and there is no improvement.

Reflexion
exploring
Gorse
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But it is my bad luck. I had varicose veins on my legs. There was a pain
and feeling of heaviness. So I went to an operation. I was told the
operation had been successful but it is still painful. It is painful, it burns, it
is annoying and there is no change.

Gentian
Willow?

You hoped that the operation would help you and a pain remains there.

Two-sided
reflection

That is why I have fear whenever I am to go to some medical procedure. I
always expect that it will get worse, that there will be some side-effects.

Gentian
Mimulus
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You expect problems even when there aren't any yet.

Reflection exploring
Gentian

Yes but it is in my life generally. In previous job they used a dirty trick
against me. They had promised me something but then they did not fulfil it
and I had to make a choice, either to accept some financial loss or to leave.
So I left and another person got my previous work with much better
conditions.

Willow?
Vervain?

It was unjust to you.

Reflection exploring
Willow
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Uhm. Then I started another work but the company went bankrupt. And
then I worked as a security guard in a supermarket but the work was too
stressful, so I had to leave. And then I worked in a storehouse but this
work was physically demanding and the problem with the elbow started.

Willow
Gentian
Chestnut Bud?

Your fate was really unkind to you.

Reflection exploring
Willow

YES. And this pain, it makes me more and more irritable. My wife tells me
that I burst because of trifles but it makes me really nervous.

Willow
Impatiens?
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Gentian
Gorse
Willow
Oak
Mimulus
Impatiens
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White Chestnut
Vervain
Chestnut Bud

Gentian
Gorse
Willow
Oak
Mimulus
Impatiens
Vervain

Six weeks later …
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Sometimes the elbow seems that it is a little bit better but then it gets
back again. And the leg is annoying.
At work, there are problems and I will probably have to change it again.

Three months later …

The elbow is better but the leg, it is the same, no improvement.
At work, there are problems but I have already started to look for
another job.
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Six months later …

The elbow is almost OK. And maybe, even the leg is also a little bit better.
I have started a new job and it seems quite good.

One year later …
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The elbow is fine and the leg is also quite good.
The job is also good, so I hope it will continue this way.

Techniques - reflections
• Simple reflections
• Two-sided reflections
• Reflections revealing underlying emotions (You were disappointed
that orthosis had not helped)
• Testing corresponding remedies:
•
•
•
•

The fate was really unkind to you, It was unjust to you – Willow
You must be careful – Mimulus
It is too long and there is no improvement – Gorse
You expect problems even when there aren't any yet - Gentian

Techniques – open questions
• You cannot answer them with simple yes/no or one word
• How? What? Tell me more about … What about …
• Do not ask Why?
• Open questions help:
• To explore the theme in detail
• Invite the patient to speak spontaneously

For a video about techniques click here
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In the next video …

Rest assured that whatever station of life we are
placed, princely or lowly, it contains the lessons
and experiences necessary at the moment for our
evolution, and gives us the best advantage for the
development of ourselves.
Edward Bach
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